
KEY FEATURES / BENEFITS
• Proven to save contractors 50% 

in labour and material costs when 
compared to conventional methods.

• Capability and reliability to seal all 
formtie voids with a head pressure 
rating of 90 metres

USES
Ideal for Any structure designed to be 
water/liquid tight e.g., water treatment 
plants, pump stations, reservoirs, dams, 
ground storage facilities, chemical 
treatment facilities, flood control structures 
and more.

 X-PLUGS
THE ONLY MECHANICAL PLUG FOR FORMTIE HOLES AND VOIDS
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DETAILS

CODE SIZE COLOUR UNITS / PAIL

25 005 34 - 38mm Black 300
25 010 28 - 32mm Red 400
25 015 25 - 32mm White 500
25 020 20 - 25mm Blue 350
25 025 15- 25mm Green 350
25 030 Deep Extension Socket 650mm NA Each
25 035 25mm Void Brush NA Each

The X-Plugs mechanical design tightening of the stainless steel nut 
causes an expansion of the EPDM rubber plug, increasing its diameter 
inside the formtie hole. This action simultaneously compresses the 
main body plug onto the bolt to create a liquid and watertight seal 
between the plug and the wall of the formtie void.

The X-Plug used with any formtie system has proven to save 
contractors 50% in labour and material costs when compared to 
conventional methods. The X-Plug can be installed 20 times faster 
than non-mechanical plug and patch and ensures a positive seal 
unlike the conventional method.
The X-Plug has the capability and reliability to seal all formtie voids 
with a head pressure rating of 90 metres.
There is no need to use epoxy or non-shrink grout which is both time 
consuming and costly.
The 304 stainless steel bolt is compression set at 23kgs into the 
rubber grommet to ensure a non-slip or spin during installation.
A Xylan coating is applied to the stainless steel bolt to boost the 
corrosive resistance an extra 500 – 1000 hours in the ASTMB1117 
salt spray test. The xylan coating also services as an anti-galling/anti 
seizing agent.



 X-PLUGS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Clear the fortime hole of all loose debris (an x-plug brush is recommended and 
available from Canzac.)

2. X-Plug will seal 50-60% of wall thickness when properly selected.

3. Attach the 12mm installation extension to a handheld drill. Place the nut side of the 
plug into socket and slide into void fully tighten nut.

4. Once the nut has been fully tightened, the formtie void can be packed with patching 
material if desired for aesthetics.
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Extreme cold  
At below freezing temperatures Canzac recommends storing the product in a warm 
climate prior to installation to ensure maximum performance during installation. 

Setting/adjusting.  
For maximum performance and to ensure the proper size waterstop plugs are ordered, the 
contractor should pay close attention to the diameter of the formtie hole. 

Chemical resistance  
The X-Plug is suitable for use in many but not all chemical applications. 

Consult a Canzac technical representative for details concerning specific environments 
and application.


